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By Kate Colquhoun

David R Godine. Hardcover. Condition: New. 303 pages. Dimensions: 9.1in. x 6.1in. x 1.3in.Today one
would be hard pressed to choose a Pre-eminent Victorian, but among the Victorians themselves it
was agreed that one figure towered above the rest. His name was Joseph Paxton (1803 1865), and he
bestrode the worlds of horticulture, urban planning, and architecture like a colossus. This was the
self-taught polymath who had a solution to every large-scale logistical problem, the genius whom
an impossibly overworked Charles Dickens dubbed The Busiest Man in England. Rising quickly from
humble beginnings, Paxton, at age 23, became head gardener and architect at Chatsworth, the
estate of the sixth Duke of Devonshire. Under Paxtons direction, Chatsworth was transformed into
the greatest garden in England, a paradise of magnificent greenhouses, gravity-defying fountains,
and innovative waterworks. Queen Victoria herself came to marvel; here was Britains answer to the
hanging gardens of Babylon. But it was the Crystal Palace, home of the Great Exhibition of 1851,
that secured Paxtons fame. Two thousand men worked for eight months to complete this
unprecedented temporary structure of iron and glass. It was six times the size of St. Pauls Cathedral,
and entertained six million visitors. In...
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Good e-book and helpful one. It can be writter in basic phrases rather than confusing. I realized this ebook from my i and dad recommended this book to
find out.
-- O z ella  B a tz-- O z ella  B a tz

A top quality pdf and also the font applied was fascinating to learn. it was actually writtern extremely properly and valuable. I discovered this publication
from my i and dad recommended this publication to find out.
-- Ja n Schowa lter-- Ja n Schowa lter
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